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Abstract

An extension of Hennessy�Milner logic to value�passing CCS is embedded in the

HOL system� The resulting proof environment allows one to formally verify modal

properties of communicating agents� which are de�ned over an in�nite value domain�

� Introduction

Modal logics for pure process algebras have been extended to dealing with

value�passing calculi� In ��� various modal logics for the ��calculus are de�ned

and some of them are proved to characterise the early and late bisimulation

equivalences over the calculus� In ��� a proof system is given that allows one to

derive the modal properties of message�passing processes� In particular� the

late operational semantics of the message�passing calculus is taken into con�

sideration and the proof system is based on the notion of symbolic operational

semantics �	��

This paper presents preliminary work on the mechanisation of a modal

logic for Milner
s value�passing calculus ��� in the HOL proof assistant ����

The modal logic is an extension of Hennessy�Milner logic� given in ����� for

pure process algebras� Such a logic relies on the HOL formalisation of value�

passing CCS developed in ����� where behavioural equivalences over value�

passing agents have been de�ned based on the translation into pure expressions

and a previous mechanisation of pure CCS in HOL� The resulting formalisation

includes indexed summations and ��data rules over a possibly in�nite value

domain� which can be used in an e�ective way for verifying the correctness

of value�passing speci�cations� The HOL�CCS proof environment is now ex�

tended with a modal logic for the value�passing calculus� based on the early

version of its operational semantics� The aim is to derive proof tools that en�

able one to formally check modal properties of communicating agents� which

are de�ned over an in�nite value domain�
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� The Value�Passing Calculus

Given a domain V of values� let value constants� value variables and value

expressions over V be denoted by v� x and e respectively� Let X be a set of

agent variables ranged over by X and K be a set of agent constants ranged

over by A� An arity n� �� i�e� the number of its parameters� is assigned to

each constant A�K� Let I and b denote indexing sets and boolean expressions

respectively� Let p range over the set of ports at which data can be input� For

any input port p there is a corresponding output port p� from which data can

be sent� The set of input and output ports �or labels� is ranged over by l� and

L ranges over subsets of labels� The set of value�passing actions� ranged over

by u� includes input actions p�v�� output actions p�e� and the silent action � �

The complement operation has the property that l � l� A relabelling f is a

function from labels to labels such that f�l� � f�l��

The syntax of value�passing expressions� ranged over by E� is the following�

E ��� X j A�e�� � � � � en� j
P

i�I Ei j p�x��E j p�e��E j ��E j

E jE j EnL j E �f � j if b then E

Agent variables give the possibility of writing open expressions� Each agent

constant A with arity n has a de�ning equation A�x�� � � � � xn�
def
� E� where E

may contain no agent variables and no free value variables except x�� � � � � xn�

The operational semantics of the value�passing constructors is based on

labelled interleaving transitions� Given the value domain V and the de�ning

equations for agent constants� the transition relation E
u
�� E � is inductively

de�ned by the following inference rules�

CONPv�
Efe��x������en�xng

u

��E
�

A�e������en�
u

��E�
A�x�� � � � � xn�

def
� E

SUMMv�
Ej

u
��E�

jP
i�I

Ei

u
��E�

j

j � I

INPUTv�
p�x� � E

p�v�
��Efv�xg

v � V

OUTPUTv�
p�e� � E

p�e�
��E

TAUv�
� � E

�
��E

PAR�v�
E

u
��E�

EjF
u

��E�jF
PAR�v�

E
u
��E�

F jE
u

�� F jE�

PAR�v�
E

p�v�
��E� F

p�v�
�� F �

EjF
�

��E�jF �

RESTRv�
E

u

�� E�

EnL
u

�� E�nL
u�u �� L RELABv�

E
u

��E�

E �f �
f�u�
�� E� �f �

CONDv�
b E

u

��E
�

if b then E
u

��E�

The two�armed conditional expression if b then E else E � is de�ned in

terms of the binary summation� one�armed conditional and boolean negation

as �if b then E� � �if � b then E ��� For more details about the calculus� the

reader is referred to ����

�
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� The HOL System

The HOL proof assistant ��� is based on the LCF methodology for interactive

and secure theorem proving by mechanising its logic in the strongly�typed

languageML� The HOL logic is a variety of higher order logic based on Church
s

formulation of type theory� Functions can be written as ��abstractions� terms

can be polymorphic and Hilbert
s choice operator � is included in the logic�

The HOL logic can be extended in a consistent way by means of primitive

and derived rules of de�nition� such as recursive concrete type de�nitions and

primitive recursive function de�nitions over concrete types� The derived rule

of recursive type de�nition allows one to de�ne arbitrary concrete recursive

types in terms of their constructors �non�recursive types are special cases��

The input to this de�nition mechanism is a speci�cation of the syntax of the

operators written in terms of existing types and recursive calls to the type

being de�ned� Then� the system performs all the formal inference necessary

to de�ne the type in higher order logic and derives an abstract characterisation

of the type in a fully automatic way� This package has then been extended

to deal with recursive types ty whose constructors can have arguments of

function type �� ty ����� The derived rule of primitive recursive function

de�nition automates existence proofs for primitive recursive functions de�ned

over concrete recursive types�

The derived rule for inductive de�nitions allows one to de�ne relations

which are inductively de�ned by a set of rules ���� In the inductive de�nition

package� any such relation is simply de�ned as the intersection of all relations

closed under a given set of rules� The system automatically proves that the

resulting relation is itself closed under the set of rules and is the least such

relation� The theorems returned by this de�nition mechanism constitute a

complete characterisation of the properties of the newly�de�ned relation� They

include a list of theorems �one for each rule� which assert that the relation

satis�es those rules� and a theorem which states a principle of rule induction

for the relation� The theorem of rule induction allows proofs by induction to

be performed over the structure of the derivations de�ned by the set of rules�

The ML language is used to prove that certain terms are theorems� A

theorem � � t �or � t if � is empty� is represented by a �nite set � of terms

called assumptions and a term t called conclusion� To introduce theorems

into ML� they must either be postulated as axioms or derived by formal proof�

Besides forward proofs� the HOL system also provides a subgoal package which

supports goal directed �or backward� proofs� The idea is to start from the

desired result �goal� and manipulate it using ML functions called tactics� until

it is reduced to a goal which is true� A goal given by an assumption list

� � fA�� � � � �Ang and a term t is written � � t �or � t if � is empty�� When

a theorem is proved� it can be stored using several functions�

The HOL system also provides functions called conversions� that map

terms t to theorems expressing the equality of t with some other term� � t � u�

Conversions and tactics for manipulating terms play a fundamental role in the

HOL mechanisation of the CCS calculus�
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� The Value�Passing Syntax in HOL

The syntax of the value�passing calculus is formalised in the HOL logic as

follows� The types for value�passing labels and actions are �rst de�ned� Labels

are either input or output ports� Ports can be of any type �� Actions are

either the silent action or labels followed by a value expression whose type is

represented by the type variable 	� Using the HOL rule of �recursive� type

de�nition� the polymorphic types ���labelv and ��� 	�actionv are de�ned as

the following concrete data types�

labelv � in � j out �

actionv � tauv j labelv ���labelv 	

where in� out� tauv and labelv are distinct constructors� The type variables

will be appropriately instantiated depending on the particular application�

The syntax of value�passing expressions is mechanised using the extended

version of the type de�nition package� The summation operator
P

i�I Ei is

encoded through a function f de�ned on a set I of indexes of type 
� which

returns an expression Ei for each i� I� A function type is also used for the

mechanisation of the input pre�x operator� An input pre�xed expression

p�x��E is formalised by means of the operator In which takes as arguments

a port p and a function f from values to agent expressions� This function

will be given as a ��abstraction �x�E�x�� which binds the value variable x

in the expression E�x�� In this way� the notion of ��abstraction in HOL is

used to formalise the variable binding in an input pre�xed expression� and the

	�conversion will allow us to mechanise substitution of values for variables�

The speci�cation of the type �
� 	� ��CCSv for agent expressions� where

the type variables 
� 	 and � represent the types of indexes� data �exchanged

values and parameters of agent constants� and ports respectively� is thus the

following�

CCSv � Var string j Conp string 	 j

Summ �
 � CCSv� �
�set j

In � �	 � CCSv� j Out � 	 CCSv j Tau CCSv j

Par CCSv CCSv j Restr CCSv ����labelv�set j

Relab CCSv ��� �� j Cond bool CCSv

where the various type constructors are all distinct� and relabelling functions

over value�passing actions are simply de�ned as functions that rename ports�

i�e� the relabelling type is the function type ���� The type de�nition package

derives a theorem of higher order logic which gives an abstract characterisation

of the type �
� 	� ��CCSv� In particular� this theorem asserts that there exists

a unique function which satis�es the recursion de�ned by the speci�cation

for the type �
� 	� ��CCSv� Recursive functions can thus be de�ned over such

a type� Moreover� theorems are provided for structural induction and case

analysis�

�
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A term Conp s x denotes a parameterised agent constant with name s and
parameters x� 	� A parameterless agent is identi�ed simply through its name

and de�ned by the derived constructor Con�

�s� Con s � Conp s ARB

where the type of the HOL constant ARB � �x� ��T is instantiated to the pa�

rameters
 type 	� �

The �possibly mutually recursive� de�ning equations for agent constants

are introduced in HOL through a �polymorphic� type �	� 
� ��Def Funv � � de�
�ned as the subset of all the functions Df � string� 	� �
� 	� ��CCSv� such

that Df s x is an agent �i�e� no free agent variables� for every constant iden�

ti�ed through name s and parameters x� The de�nition of �	� 
� ��Def Funv
is based on a function Fv v for computing the free agent variables in value�

passing expressions and a predicate Is Agentv over the value�passing syntax�
Both functions depend on the value domain V � A function Lookupv is also

provided that returns the agent associated to a given constant� Conversions

have been de�ned in HOL to compute such agents� both for parameterless and

parameterised constants�

The inactive agent� the binary summation and the two�armed conditional
operator are de�ned in HOL as derived operators in the standard way �������

The inactive agent is formalised as a summation over an empty indexing set�

Nil � Summ ARB fg

where the HOL constant ARB is instantiated to an arbitrary function from 


to �
� 	� ��CCSv� The operator ��
 is de�ned as a summation over an indexing

set of two distinct elements�

�E E
� � �
� 	� ��CCSv�

Sum E E
� �

let x � �x� 
�T in

let y � �y�
���y � x� in

Summ ��i� �i � x�	 E � ��i � y�	 E
�
� Nil�� fx� yg

where �x� 
�T denotes some element� say x� of type 
 and �y�
���y � x�
denotes an element� say y� of type 
 which is distinct from x� The two�armed

conditional operator is de�ned as follows�

� b E E
�
� Cond Else b E E

� � Sum �Cond b E� �Cond � b E
��

Note that binary summation is de�ned under the assumption that there exist

two distinct elements in the indexing domain� This means that every proposi�

tion involving the binary summation operator will have such an assumption�

� Given the choice operator �� the term �x� �� P x denotes some element of type � that has

the property P � If P is the constant true T� then �x� ��T simply denotes some element of

type ��
� Note that the type variables before the type constructor Def Funv occur in an order

di�erent from the one in the type ��� �� ��CCSv� This is due to the order in which they

appear in the HOL de�nitions�
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As soon as the type variable 
 is instantiated to an indexing type that con�
tains �at least� two distinct elements� this assumption can be removed by

discharging it wherever it appears� Unless speci�ed otherwise� the assumption

 a b � 
� ��a � b� will be denoted by a dot ��
 before the symbol ��
�

� The Operational Semantics in HOL

The transition relation for value�passing expressions is formalised in HOL using
the derived rule for inductive de�nitions� A transition E

u

�� E
� with respect

to a value domain V and a de�ning equations function Df � is given in HOL

by Transv V Df E u E
�� The relation Transv � �	�set� �	� 
� ��Def Funv �

�
� 	� ��CCSv� ��� 	�actionv� �
� 	� ��CCSv� bool is parameterised on V

and Df � thus returning a class of inductively de�ned relations� one for each
value domain and de�ning equations� The labelled transition rules for the

value�passing operators �Section �� are the following HOL theorems� �

CONPv� � �V Df s e u E�

Transv V Df �LookupvDf s e� u E �

Transv V Df �Conp s e� u E

SUMMv� � �V Df f u E I�

�
i� Transv V Df �f i� u E � i� I� �

Transv V Df �Summ f I� u E

INPUTv� � �V Df e�

e�V �

�� p f� Transv V Df �In p f� �labelv �in p� e� �f e��

OUTPUTv� � �V Df p e E�

Transv V Df �Out p e E� �labelv �out p� e� E

TAUv� � �V Df E�

Transv V Df �TauE� tauv E

PAR�v� � �V Df E u E��

Transv V Df E u E� �

��E �
� Transv V Df �Par E E

�� u �Par E� E ���

PAR�v� � �V Df E u E��

Transv V Df E u E� �

��E �
� Transv V Df �Par E �

E� u �Par E �
E���

� The HOL theorems are pretty�printed to show proper logical symbols instead of their

ascii representation�

�
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PAR�v� � �V Df E E� E � E��

�
 l e�

Transv V Df E �labelv l e� E� �

Transv V Df E � �labelv �Complv l� e� E�� �

Transv V Df �Par E E �� tauv �Par E� E��

RESTRv� � �V Df E u E � L�

�
 l e�

Transv V Df E u E � �

��u � tauv� 

��u � labelv l e� � �l ��L� � �Complv l ��L���� �

Transv V Df �Restr E L� u �Restr E � L�

RELABv� � �V Df E u E ��

Transv V Df E u E � �

�� rf � Transv V Df �Relab E rf � �relabelv rf u� �Relab E � rf ��

CONDv� � �V Df b E u E ��

b � Transv V Df E u E � �

Transv V Df �Cond b E� u E �

where �Complv l
 denotes the complement of a label l and the function relabelv

renames a value�passing action u according to a given relabelling function rf �

Note that� due to the HOL formalisation of agent constants and de�n�

ing equations� the substitution fe��x�� � � � � en�xng in CONPv �Section �� is

implemented in the corresponding HOL rule by simply replacing the formal

parameters x�� � � � � xn with the actual ones e�� � � � � en� Moreover� the HOL rule

INPUTv allows any value expression e over V to be received without being

�rst evaluated to its value v� Thus� given an input port p� in HOL an input

action is the more general p�e� rather than p�v�� Any value expression can be

exchanged and its value is evaluated by need and checked to be in the value

domain V � This guarantees that all the exchanged data belong to V � Finally�

the de�nition of INPUTv implies that the early version of the operational

semantics for value�passing CCS is considered�

The following theorem TRANSv Is Agentv is useful for deriving properties

of agents�

� �V Df E u E ��

Transv V Df E u E � � Is Agentv V E � Is Agentv V E �

It asserts that the derivatives of a value�passing agent are themselves agents�

Such a theorem is written in a form suitable for applying rule induction�

�
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� A Modal Logic for Value�Passing Agents

The modal logic under consideration is an extension to value�passing agents

of Hennessy�Milner logic for pure CCS ������ Its formulas� ranged over by ��

are de�ned by the following syntax� �

� ��� tt j �� j � � � j b	� j �p�x�� � j �p�e�� � j �� � �

The meaning of the �rst four formulas is familiar� tt denotes the constant true

formula� �� is a negated formula� � � �� is a conjunction of formulas and

b	� is a conditional formula� where b denotes any boolean expression about

values in V � The meaning of the formulas containing the box modal operator

is as follows� �p�x�� � means that �fv�xg holds after executing any input

action p�v� �v �V �� while �p�e�� � and �� � � mean that � holds for all agents

that can be reached by performing the output action p�e� and � respectively�

The syntax of the modal formulas is encoded in HOL by de�ning a type

�	� ��HMLv using the �extended� rule for recursive type de�nition� 	

HMLv � tt j neg HMLv j

conj HMLv HMLv j cond bool HMLv j

boxin � �	� HMLv� j boxout � 	 HMLv j boxtau HMLv

Similarly to the input pre�xed expressions in the type �
� 	� ��CCSv �Sec�

tion ��� a function type is used to de�ne the modal operator �p�x�� � and bind

the value variable x in the formula ��

Modal logics are interpreted on labelled transition systems� For any for�

mula � of the logic it is de�ned when an agent P has �or �satis�es�� the

property �� written P j� �� The satisfaction relation j� is inductively de�ned

on the structure of formulas� In HOL� given the theorem that characterises the

type �	� ��HMLv � the satisfaction relation Sat � �	�set� �	� 
� ��Def Funv�
�
� 	� ��CCSv��	� ��HMLv�bool is de�ned in a recursive way over the type

�	� ��HMLv � thus obtaining the following theorems� 


SAT tt� � �V Df � �E �� Is Agentv V�

Sat V Df E tt

SAT neg� � �V Df � �E �� Is Agentv V� �Fm�

Sat V Df E �neg Fm� � � Sat V Df E Fm

� Do not confuse the modal operators 	�
 and 	�
 with the connectives in the HOL logic�
� Note that the general form of conjunction

V
i�I

�i could be used in the syntax of modal

formulas� thus obtaining the HOL type ��� �� ��HMLv �if the same indexing type is used

both in agent expressions and formulas��
� The notation 	�E �� Is AgentvV 
 denotes restricted universal quanti�cation of the variable

E of type ��� �� ��CCSv over value�passing agents� Note that in these theorems only the

restricted universal quanti�cation 	�E �� Is Agentv V 
 is strictly necessary� Given such a

condition on E� the fact that E� is also an agent can be easily obtained by modus ponens

with the theorem TRANSv Is Agentv�

�
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SAT conj� � �V Df � �E �� Is Agentv V� �Fm Fm��

Sat V Df E �conj Fm Fm�
� �

Sat V Df E Fm � Sat V Df E Fm�

SAT cond� � �V Df � �E �� Is Agentv V� �b Fm�

Sat V Df E �cond b Fm� � �b � Sat V Df E Fm�

SAT boxin� � �V Df � �E �� Is Agentv V� �p f�

Sat V Df E �boxin p f� �

��e� �E �
�� Is Agentv V�

e�V � Transv V Df E �labelv �in p� e�E � �

Sat V Df E �
�f e��

SAT boxout� � �V Df � �E �� Is Agentv V� �p e Fm�

Sat V Df E �boxout p e Fm� �

��E �
�� Is Agentv V�

Transv V Df E �labelv �out p� e� E � �

Sat V Df E � Fm�

SAT boxtau� � �V Df � �E �� Is Agentv V� �Fm�

Sat V Df E �boxtau Fm� �

��E �
�� Is Agentv V�

Transv V Df E tauv E � � Sat V Df E � Fm�

Derived operators� including the dual hui �referred to as diamond� of �u�

for any value�passing action u� are de�ned in HOL in a way similar to their

pure versions ����� An agent P satis�es the formula hp�x�i� if for some agent

P �
and value v �V � P can perform the input action p�v� and evolve to P �

�

which satis�es the formula �fv�xg� The formulas hp�e�i� and h�i� mean

that � holds for some agent after performing the output action p�e� and �

respectively� The corresponding theorems for the relation Sat are easily proved

using the de�nitions of the derived operators and the satisfaction rules for the

basic modal operators� They are the following HOL theorems�

SAT 	� � �V Df � �E �� Is Agentv V�

� Sat V Df E �

SAT disj� � �V Df � �E �� Is Agentv V� �Fm Fm��

Sat V Df E �disj Fm Fm�
� �

Sat V Df E Fm  Sat V Df E Fm�

�
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SAT dmdin� � �V Df � �E �� Is Agentv V� �p f�

Sat V Df E �dmdin p f� �

�
e� 
E �
�� Is Agentv V�

e�V � Transv V Df E �labelv �in p� e� E � �

Sat V Df E �
�f e��

SAT dmdout� � �V Df � �E �� Is Agentv V� �p e Fm�

Sat V Df E �dmdout p e Fm� �

�
E �
�� Is Agentv V�

Transv V Df E �labelv �out p� e� E � �

Sat V Df E � Fm�

SAT dmdtau� � �V Df � �E �� Is Agentv V� �Fm�

Sat V Df E �dmdtau Fm� �

�
E �
�� Is Agentv V�

Transv V Df E tauv E � � Sat V Df E � Fm�

A tactic that reduces a goal which matches the structure of formulas

is de�ned for each case of the satisfaction relation� For example� a tactic

SAT�conj�TAC is generated from the theorem SAT conj so that proving a goal

� � Sat V Df E �conj Fm Fm�
� is reduced to proving that E is an agent plus

the subgoals � � Sat V Df E Fm and � � Sat V Df E Fm�
�

� Checking Modal Properties

This section shows how the above HOL formalisation can be used to check

modal properties of value�passing agents by considering a simple example�

The following agent is de�ned in ����

P
def
� c�x�� if �x��� then c�x�� P else d�x���� P

This agent has the property that� whenever a value is received at port c and

such a value is �� then it is impossible to send its successor through port d�

This property can be written as the following modal formula�

�
def
� �c�x�� ��x���	 �d�x������

In the HOL mechanisation of this veri�cation example� ports are assumed

to be denoted by strings and the exchanged values are natural numbers� thus

the value domain under consideration is the universal set of natural numbers�

represented by Univ � �num�set in HOL� There are no indexed summations� so

the type variable 
 will represent the type of indexes� The agent P is de�ned

as a parameterless agent constant of type �
� num� string�CCSv�

P � Con P

��
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whose de�ning equation is given through DfH � �num� 
� string�Def Funv � that

is the abstraction of the following function�

� s �p �num��

�s�P � 	

In c ��x� Cond Else �x��� �Out c x P� �Out d �x��� P�� � ARBagv

where ARBagv denotes an arbitrary agent of type �
� num� string�CCSv� The

formula � is de�ned in HOL as the term of type �num� string�HMLv �

boxin c ��x� cond �x��� �boxout d �x��� ���

In order to make the HOL proof more readable� the usual notation is used

for value�passing agents and modal formulas� Moreover� assumptions such as


 a b � 
� ��a� b� and Is Agentv V E are left out�

Because the modal logic is interpreted on transition systems� the proof

technique for verifying that a value�passing agent has a given property mostly

involves computing the agent transitions and showing that they are �or are not�

allowed by the modal formula� In HOL this often means proving that there

is an inconsistency between transitions or values� Given the value domain

Univ � �num�set and the de�ning equations DfH� the proof of P j� � starts by

rewriting the goal with the de�nition of ��

� Sat Univ DfH P ��c�x�� ��x���	 �d�x�������

The satisfaction relation for the input box operator is applied using the theo�

rem SAT boxin �Section ��� The new goal is�

� �e E �
�

e�Univ � Transv Univ DfH P �c�e�� E
� �

Sat Univ DfH E
�
���x� �x���	 �d�x������ e�

Using 	�conversion� the de�nition of P and the theorem TRANSv CON EQ for

the transitions of agent constants�

� �V Df s u E�

Transv V Df �Con s� u E � Transv V Df �Lookupv Df s ARB� u E

the following goal is obtained�

� �e E �
�

e�Univ �

Transv Univ DfH

�c�x�� if �x��� then c�x��P else d�x����P� �c�e�� E � �

Sat Univ DfH E
�
��e���	 �d�e������

Given any value e and agent E
�
� let us assume the antecedent of the implica�

tional goal to be true and try to prove its conclusion� In the HOL jargon� this

means that the antecedent of the implication is moved into the assumption

��
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list of the goal by stripping the universal quanti�ers and the implication� The

conjunction in the antecedent is also split�

f e�Univ �

Transv Univ DfH �c�x�� if �x��� then c�x��P else d�x����P� �c�e�� E � g

� Sat Univ DfH E
� ��e���	 �d�e������

The transitions of the agent P can be derived using theorems for the relation

Transv and added to the assumption list�

f e�Univ �

Transv Univ DfH �c�x�� if �x��� then c�x��P else d�x����P� �c�e�� E � �

e
� �Univ �

c�e� � c�e�� �

E
� � if �e� ��� then c�e���P else d�e�����P g

� Sat Univ DfH E
� ��e���	 �d�e������

As value�passing actions are one�to�one� the equality e � e
� is derived and

added to the assumption list� Rewriting the goal with the new assumptions

leads to the following�

f e�Univ �

Transv Univ DfH �c�x�� if �x��� then c�x��P else d�x����P� �c�e�� E � �

e
� �Univ �

c�e� � c�e�� �

E
� � if �e� ��� then c�e���P else d�e�����P �

e � e
� g

� Sat Univ DfH

�if �e� ��� then c�e���P else d�e�����P�

��e� ���	 �d�e�������

The satisfaction relation for the conditional operator is applied by rewriting

with the theorem SAT cond�

f e�Univ �

Transv Univ DfH �c�x�� if �x��� then c�x��P else d�x����P� �c�e�� E � �

e
� �Univ �

c�e� � c�e�� �

E
� � if �e� ��� then c�e���P else d�e�����P �

e � e
� g

��
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� �e� ��� �

Sat Univ DfH �if �e� ��� then c�e���P else d�e�����P� ��d�e�������

The antecedent of the goal is moved into the assumption list and the theorem
SAT boxout is used to remove the output box operator in the formula�

f e�Univ �

Transv Univ DfH �c�x�� if �x��� then c�x��P else d�x����P� �c�e�� E � �

e
� �Univ �

c�e� � c�e�� �

E
� � if �e� ��� then c�e���P else d�e�����P �

e � e
� �

e
� � � g

� �E ��
�

Transv Univ DfH

�if �e� ��� then c�e���P else d�e�����P� �d�e����� E �� �

Sat Univ DfH E
��
�

Given any agent E ��� the conclusion of the goal is false� and by rewriting with
the theorem

� � �V Df b E E
�
u E

��
�

Transv V Df �Cond Else b E E
�� u E

�� �

�b � Transv V Df E u E
���  �� b � Transv V Df E �

u E
���

the new goal is�

f e�Univ �

Transv Univ DfH �c�x�� if �x��� then c�x��P else d�x����P� �c�e�� E � �

e
� �Univ �

c�e� � c�e�� �

E
� � if �e� ��� then c�e���P else d�e�����P �

e � e
� �

e
� � � g

� � ���e� ��� � Transv Univ DfH �c�e���P� �d�e����� E ��� 

�� �e� ��� � Transv Univ DfH �d�e�����P� �d�e����� E ����

Stripping negation� disjunction and conjunctions yields two subgoals� whose
conclusion is false�

�	
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f e�Univ �

Transv Univ DfH �c�x�� if �x��� then c�x��P else d�x����P� �c�e�� E
�
�

e
� �Univ �

c�e� � c�e
�
� �

E
�
� if �e

�
��� then c�e

�
��P else d�e

�
����P �

e � e
�
�

e
�
� � �

Transv Univ DfH �c�e
�
��P� �d�e

�
����E

�� g

� F

f e�Univ �

Transv Univ DfH �c�x�� if �x��� then c�x��P else d�x����P� �c�e�� E
�
�

e
� �Univ �

c�e� � c�e
�
� �

E
�
� if �e

�
��� then c�e

�
��P else d�e

�
����P �

e � e
�
�

e
�
� � �

� �e
�
� �� �

Transv Univ DfH �d�e
�
����P� �d�e

�
���� E

�� g

� F

Both subgoals have inconsistent assumptions� thus proving the original goal

�in the �rst subgoal� the agent c�e
�
��P cannot perform the action d�e

�
�����

	 Conclusion

This paper has described a preliminary investigation into mechanising a modal

logic for a value�passing process algebra in the HOL system� This work is based

on the HOL embedding of Milner
s value�passing calculus presented in �����

where a proof environment has been developed for verifying behavioural equiv�

alences of value�passing speci�cations� The aim is to extend this environment

with a proof system for checking modal properties of communicating agents� as

it is already the case for pure CCS processes ����� Current work is to complete

the HOL mechanisation of the modal theory for the value�passing calculus�

Non�trivial experiments in checking modal properties of value�passing agents

will then test the e�ectiveness of the resulting logical framework�

So far� veri�cation proofs in HOL are pretty much interactive� but several

steps could be automated by combining the basic conversions and tactics�

Moreover� the HOL formalisation of process calculi can be integrated with tools

��
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based on a di�erent approach to veri�cation� such as �nite state machine tools�

The veri�cation process could be run on a �nite state machine tool� whenever

possible� and the theorem prover could be used to check the result formally� to

deal with in�nite state and�or inductively de�ned agents� or to help detecting

errors in speci�cations by means of interactive proofs�

The veri�cation tool Pmc ��� allows modal properties to be checked on

��calculus agents whose associated ��automata �as de�ned in ���� are �nite�

The �early� modal logic as given in ��� is considered and its formulas are

interpreted on ��automata� Given a ��calculus agent P and a modal formula

�� the Automata Generator module of Pmc builds the �nite ��automaton aut

�if it exists� associated to P and then the Model Checker module checks the

truth of � on aut by delivering a yes�no answer�

Besides reasoning about applications� meta�theoretic reasoning can also be

carried out in the HOL�CCS environment� e�g� the translation from the value�

passing calculus to its pure version ����� This means that various modal logics

�such as the ones in ������ can be embedded in HOL and their relationships� in

particular with the logic described above� can be formally investigated� The

modal characterisation of behavioural equivalences over value�passing agents

can be studied as well�
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